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“Make things as simple as possible, but not simpler.”
Albert Einstein

vAbstract
A reliable computational framework for the simulation of additiveman-
ufacturing by blown powder is crucial for its profitable use in the industrial
world. Therefore, this Master Thesis addresses a validation of an in-house
finite element software comparing numerical results with campaign data.
This data is obtained at SKLSP laboratories in China where a Laser Solid
Forming machine is employed to fabricate metal parts directly from CAD
models. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis is performed in order to acquire
a better knowledge about the influence of material properties on the results.
The numerical simulation of additive manufacturing involves the inter-
action of thermal, mechanical and metallurgical phenomena. For this rea-
son, a large number of material properties are studied in this work. An
exhaustive set of simulations has been performed varying several mechan-
ical parameters, such as Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus or viscosity, and
studying the response in terms of vertical displacements. In an orderly way,
the results were stored and plotted to, subsequently, be compared with the
experimental data in the calibration and with each others in the sensitivity
analysis.
The experimental calibration has demonstrated a notorious agreement
with the campaign evidence after two major changes: suitable use of Pois-
son’s ratio temperature dependent values and the introduction of a visco-
elastic material response in the constitutive model. The sensitivity analysis
has provided a deeper understanding of the phenomenon, placing plastic-
ity, visco-elasticity, and phase change as the main mechanisms which influ-
ence the simulation.
KEYWORDS: Additive manufacturing (AM), blown powder technology,
Laser Solid Forming (LSF), FE model, thermo-mechanical analysis
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Introduction
1.1 Concept and history of additive manufacturing
Additive manufacturing technology (AM) consists of building parts, layer
upon layer, directly from 3D model data. The Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) is transformed to surface mesh (STL format) which thanks to a slic-
ing tool is divided in the required layers. This information is employed by
the 3D printer to build the part. The work-flow of additive manufacturing
can be observed in FIGURE 1.11 [2].
CAD model STL mesh 3D printing and nal product
FIGURE 1.1: Additive manufacturing work-flow
This technology is far to be considered novel. It was born thirty years
ago under the name of rapid prototyping [6]. This term emphasized the
idea of quickly basis model creation fromwhich the final product can be de-
rived. However, nowadays, due to the improvement in computer technol-
ogy (processing power, graphics capability, machine control), the increase
of material properties knowledge, and the development of manufacturing
process quality, restricting AM possibilities to its original conception is un-
thinkable, that is, AM has evolved to a legitimate manufacturing process
[7, 25].
During its history, a great number of printing processes have been in-
vented, such as stereolithography [4], selective laser sintering (powder bed),
wire-feeding or laser engineered net shaping (LENS) [30]. The aforesaid
technologies are shown in FIGURE 1.22. In this dissertation, the technique
to be experimentally calibrated is laser engineered net shaping (blown pow-
der), consisting of melting metal powder which is injected into a specific
1Images:http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2418103,00.asp,https://www.3dhubs.com/los-
angeles/hubs/rusty
2Images:https://www.stratasysdirect.com/blog/how-it-works-
stereolithography/,https://3dprint.com/13367/astm-international-
standards/,http://www.machinery.co.uk/machinery-features/additive-
manufacturing-impact-on-subtractive-machining-found-to-be-
minimal/118892/,http://www.sciaky.com/additive-manufacturing/electron-beam-
additive-manufacturing-technology
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location thanks to the actuation of a high-powered laser beam [28].
FIGURE 1.2: Additive manufacturing technologies. From
up to down and left to right: stereolithography, selective
laser sintering, wire-feeding, and laser engineered net shap-
ing
1.2 Strengths andweaknesses of additive manufactur-
ing
Attending to thewide range of possibilities provided by theAM techniques,
the positioning of AM as the cornerstone of a so-called third industrial rev-
olution is not surprising3. Some of these remarkable advantages are [7, 25]:
• Freedom of design: allowing building parts with very complex shapes
which were expensive or unfeasible to produce with old-fashioned
techniques.
• Seamlessness: reducing the process steps.
• Reduce costs: material optimization, avoid moulds or hand carving.
• High accuracy: due to laser thin spot, the accuracy could be up to tens
of microns.
• Small lot production: the lack of moulds can lead to a profitable pro-
duction of short number of units.
Contrariwise, AM suffers from some drawbacks which could compli-
cate its industrial use. The freedomof design leads to intricate shapeswhich
can be built by numerous combinations of the process parameters which
contributes to an uncertainty when trying to design the geometry, choose
the material, and customize the AM procedure.
3”The third industrial revolution” - The Economist
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1.3 Challenges of the numerical simulation
This work concerns the numerical simulation of additive manufacturing
(3D printing) by blown powder. The correct achievement of an accurate
and reliable simulation must take into account two main aspects. First of
all, a coupled thermo-mechanical scheme is to be considered in order to
capture the real process. Secondly, the constitutive model for the material
is complex taking into account plasticity and viscous behaviour. These two
hurdles lead to the necessity of including a wide range of material and pro-
cess parameters which are mainly temperature dependent. Some of them
are known "a priori", however, others, such as high temperature Poisson’s
ratio or linear isotropic hardening, are difficult to measure. From a point of
view of accurately simulating additive manufacturing is important to have
a correct calibration of these parameters for each target material. Addition-
ally, the knowledge of the influence in the variation of these parameters is
crucial for material science and process optimization. The accurate simula-
tion of AM processes will avoid the need for trial and error printing parts
until finding the suitable parameters configuration. This trial and error is
linked to an increase in the production costs and, in some cases, the inability
to undertake certain kind of businesses.
1.4 Key participants of the work
The finite element code employed in this Master Thesis has been devel-
oped by the COMET team (COupled MEchanical and Thermal Analysis)
[14]. The supervisors of this dissertation, Prof. Michele Chiumenti and
Prof. Miguel Cervera, are both main developers of COMET, permanent
staff of CIMNE (International Center for Numerical Methods in Engineer-
ing), and Professors at the Technical University of Catalonia. Their career
path in the field of numerical methods and, specifically, solving thermo-
mechanical problems applied to metal deposition and working with differ-
ent constitutive models is remarkable. Therefore, an extensive, powerful,
and rich literature support (Chapter 2), as well as, a robust and reliable
finite element code is provided by the supervisors for the correct comple-
tion of this dissertation. It has been crucial the collaboration of State Key
Laboratory of Solidification Processing (SKLSP) in China for measuring the ex-
perimental data which is used to calibrate the numerical model.
1.5 Objectives of the thesis
Taking into account the large number of parameters involved in the process
and the unlimited capabilities of having an accurate simulation of AM, the
importance of performing a sensitivity analysis and an experimental cali-
bration of the AM computational framework, which is the goal of this Mas-
ter Thesis, is irrefutable. The dissertation is divided into two objectives: the
sensitivity analysis of material parameters and the experimental calibration
comparing the numerical results with the experimental campaign carried
out at SKLSP laboratories, where a Laser Solid Forming technique (LSF)
[29], or Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS), is employed to fabricate
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metal parts directly from CAD models. For this comparison, the pre and
postprocessor GiD [23] has been employed in order to construct the geom-
etry, impose boundary conditions and mesh, and compute the results after-
wards. The thermal experimental calibration of the computational frame-
work for AM by blown powder is already fulfilled matching successfully
the experimental campaign [18]. Therefore, the starting point is promising
and the inclusion of the mechanical part in the analysis is performed on the
basis of a correct thermal calibration.
1.6 Summary of methodology
In chapter 4, the methodology of this Master thesis is presented. It is di-
vided in two main parts: the experimental calibration and the sensitivity
analysis. Hereafter, a brief summary about the information which can be
found within this methodology is provided.
1.6.1 Methodology: experimental calibration
The experimental calibration consists of comparing the campaign data col-
lected in SKLSP laboratories in China with the numerical simulations. In
this section, the following points are tackled:
• Experimental campaign: extended information about the experimen-
tal campaign paying attention to the instrumental, the machine, the
samples, the measurement gauges, among others, is performed. Ad-
ditionally, a full machine data with the main welding parameters is
also provided.
• Computational model: The numerical model employed to compute the
simulation is explained in this point. A detailed information about
geometry and mesh, boundary conditions, and material characteriza-
tion is included.
• Simplified model: A computationally cheap model is employed in or-
der to rapidly run simulations varying target parameters. A set of
python subroutines to automatize this simulations is also detailed in
this point.
• Visco-elastic scheme: a visco-elastic scheme is implemented in order to
be able to calibrate the cooling phase of the AM.
1.6.2 Methodology: sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis intends to provide a deeper understanding of the
influence which the material parameters have in the simulation. The fea-
tures which are studied in this sensitivity analysis are:
• Sensitivity to plasticity: the different tests which are run in order to
capture the effect of plastification are explained in this point.
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• Sensitivity to visco-elasticity: the implementation, which has been al-
ready done, depends on several parameters which are mentioned in
this point.
• Sensitivity to phase change: the procedure followed in order to assess
the influence of the phase change in the mechanical result is included
in this point.
1.7 Contents
The document is organized following an usual scientific dissertation struc-
ture. Before starting the chapters with the introduction, the following parts
are included:
• Title page
• Abstract and keywords
• Acknowledgements
• List of: contents, figures, tables, abbreviations, symbols, and physical con-
stants
Afterwards, the main chapters are included. This Master thesis is di-
vided into six chapters which are:
• Chapter 1- Introduction
• Chapter 2- Literature review
• Chapter 3- State of the art
• Chapter 4- Methodology
• Chapter 5- Results and discussion
• Chapter 6- Conclusions
Finally, to close the dissertation, the bibliography and the appendices
are presented. There are three appendices in which the following informa-
tion is included:
• Material specifications
• Welding specifications
• Python code
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Literature review
In this chapter, a more detailed explanation about the bibliography em-
ployed is provided. The main references, which have been extensively
used during this dissertation, are those written by the thesis advisers: Prof.
Michele Chiumenti and Prof. Miguel Cervera, and some researches from
CIMNE (International Center for NumericalMethods in Engineering). These
references, which are the base of the state of the art, the finite element code
and the current know-how of additive manufacturing are: [3, 4, 14, 15, 17,
18, 26]. Additionally, some other references in the world of additive manu-
facturing are employed such as: [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 13, 19, 22, 25, 28, 29, 30]. From
this references, the extracted information reads about the social impact of
additive manufacturing, industrial applications, different AM techniques,
solidification processes, among others.
Apart from the specific bibliography on additive manufacturing, some
additional research was done in order to obtain a deeper knowledge in the
following features:
• Gid, the personal pre and post processor: [23].
• Inelastic scheme to implement the visco-elasticity material behaviour:
[11].
• Specific numerical methods references: [16, 21].
• References in Python language: [5, 9]
• References for plotting the images with gnuplot: [27]
Finally, during all the dissertation process, a book on Master Thesis
writing [20] and other about LATEX [12] have been constantly consulted.
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State-Of-The-Art
In this chapter, the computational framework employed to simulate the
blown powder additive manufacturing (AM), as well as, a deeper expla-
nation of the specific AM technique is presented. The main aspects of the
computational framework which are to be explained are: heat transfer anal-
ysis, the stress analysis, the material constitutive model, the finite element
modeling, and the definition of scanning-path.
3.1 Additivemanufacturing technique: Laser Engineered
Net Shaping
Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) [18] is included in the family of AM
processes called blown powder or powder feeding. In this process, the
powder is injected co-axially by a feed nozzle directly into a laser beam
which melts the particles on a substrate to form a metallurgical bond when
cooled. The substrate is, when some layers have been deposited, the pre-
vious ones and, therefore, a penetration must be taken into account. In
FIGURE 3.1, a schematic representation of the process can be observed, the
melting pool is created within the previous deposited layers, it contributes
to a better material sintering.
Melting pool
Powder feed nozzleLaser beam
Deposited material
Base
Printing direction
FIGURE 3.1: LENS process
The generated deposit [22] may range from 0.127 to 1.016 mm thick and
1.016 to 4.064 mmwide. Motion control for the deposit can be programmed
manually or may be generated from CAD files processed directly by the
system’s software. They are typically performed in a controlled argon at-
mosphere containing less than 10 ppm oxygen. Due to the small melting
pool and high travel speeds, the deposits cool very fast (up to 10
oC
s
), lead-
ing to fine grain structures.
The high quality of the deposits is the strong point of this technology. It
is the reason why it is being evaluated in the medical industry, aerospace,
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and Department of Defense, as well as, commercial industries that include
electric power generation, oil/gas, chemical processing, and mining. The
versatility and flexibility of the process is observed in applications where a
variety of materials are deposited on different geometries. The savings in
cost, time and material are impressive [22].
3.2 Computational framework
The computational framework consists of a finite-element based code [14]
written in Fortran which solves the coupled thermo-mechanical [3] prob-
lem, adding certain particular features for taking into account the blown
powder additive manufacturing technology. An explanation of the thermo-
mechanical (heat transfer [24] and stress analysis), constitutive model and
finite element theories and hypothesis is crucial in order to understand the
capabilities and limits of the code1.
3.2.1 Heat transfer analysis
The additive manufacturing is performed in two stages: printing and cool-
ing. Both thermal phases are governed by the energy balance equation which
can be written as [18]:
H˙ = −∇ · q+ Q˙+ D˙mech (3.1)
where H˙ , Q˙, and D˙mech represent the enthalpy, heat source, and thermo-
mechanical dissipation rates (per unit of volumen) respectively, and q is the
heat flux (per unit of surface) which could be expressed as a function of the
temperature gradient through Fourier’s law as:
q = −k∇T (3.2)
being k(T ) the temperature dependent thermal conductivity. Taking
into account the high conductivity of metals, the thermal diffusion process
can be considered the key mechanism of heat transfer in metal deposition.
The heat source is the energy input introduced into the melting pool along
the scanning path. Comparing with this power source of the laser beam,
the thermo-mechanical dissipation could be neglected.
Before integrating the energy balance equation (3.1),the enthalpy state
variable, H , is to be expressed as a function of the temperature, T , and the
liquid fraction, fL, and, therefore, the enthalpy rate can be written as:
H˙(T, fL) =
∂H
∂T
T˙ +
∂H
∂fL
f˙L = CT˙ + Lf˙L (3.3)
being C(T ) = ∂H
∂T
the temperature dependent heat capacity and L(T ) =
∂H
∂fL
the latent heat released in the phase-change process. Once the terms
are defined, the weak form of the problem can be stated.
1Code implementation details are out of the scope of this dissertation [19, 21]
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Let Ω be an open, bounded domain (Figure 3.2) in Rn where n is the
number of dimensions of the space, closed by the smooth boundary Γ =
ΓD ∪ ΓN in which the essential or Dirichlet (temperature) and natural or
Neumann (heat flux) boundary conditions are imposed respectively.
FIGURE 3.2: Continuum domain
T = TD on ΓD (3.4)
q · n = qn on ΓN (3.5)
Multiplying the energy balance equation (3.1) by a test function ex-
pressed in terms of the variation of the temperature field (δT ) and integrat-
ing over the domain Ω, it can be obtained the following integral expression:
∫
Ω
[
H˙δT
]
dΩ = −
∫
Ω
[
(∇ · q)δT
]
dΩ+
∫
Ω
[
(Q˙+ D˙mech)δT
]
dΩ (3.6)
Applying the derivation chain rule to the first integral of the right hand
side, this term can be split in a more suitable way for our purpose.
(∇ · q)δT = ∇ · (qδT )− q · ∇(δT ) (3.7)
Subtituting this expression (3.7) into (3.6), appliying Fourier’s law (3.2)
and gathering the terms involving the unknown variable (temperature) in
the left hand side, it reads:
∫
Ω
[
(CT˙ + Lf˙L)δT
]
dΩ+
∫
Ω
[
k∇T · ∇(δT )
]
dΩ = W extther ∀δT (3.8)
the right hand sideW extther denotes the external work of the thermal loads
and it can be written as:
W extther = −
∫
Ω
[
∇ · (qδT )
]
dΩ+
∫
Ω
[
(Q˙+ D˙mech)δT
]
dΩ (3.9)
the divergence theorem can be applied to the first integral in W extther in
the following way:
∫
Ω
[
∇ · (qδT )
]
dΩ =
∫
Γ
[
(q · n)δT
]
dΓ (3.10)
the smooth boundary Γ is defined as Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN and the test func-
tion (δT ) vanishes in the Dirichlet boundary, therefore, just the Neumann
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boundary remains and q · n represent the prescribed normal fluxes (qn),
finally reading:
W extther =
∫
Ω
[
(Q˙+ D˙mech)δT
]
dΩ−
∫
ΓN
[
qnδT
]
dΓ (3.11)
substituting the previous expression into (3.8), the resulting weak form
of the energy balance equation is obtained.
The term qn can be split into four heat flux mechanisms: prescribed heat
flux (q¯), heat loss by convection (qconv), heat flux by conduction (qcond), and
the radiation heat flux (qrad). The normal flux can, therefore, be written as
follows:
qn = q¯ + qconv + qcond + qrad (3.12)
The prescribed heat flux, q¯, defined in EQUATION 3.12, can be used to
spread part of power input over the surface of the substrate.
The heat loss by convection, qconv, can be computed by means of New-
ton’s law as:
qconv = hconv(T − Tenv) (3.13)
where hconv is the the temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) by convection, T is the material surface temperature, and Tenv the
temperature of the surrounding environment. It is common the assumption
of a constant environment temperature during the additive manufacturing.
However, if the process is carried out in close chamber with controlled at-
mosphere, a noticeable amount of energy scattered in it leading to an incre-
ment of the temperature which can not be neglected.
Similarly, the heat flux produced by the thermal conduction phenomenon
between the component and the clamping system is expressed as follows:
qcond = hcond(T − Tclamp) (3.14)
where hcond is the temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient (HTC)
by conduction, T the material surface temperature, and Tclamp. This HTC
by conduction is defined as the inverse of the thermal resistivity between
the materials in contact.
Finally, the main dissipation mechanism is the radiation heat flux, qrad,
due to the high temperature field induced by the heat source. This radiation
heat flux can be computed by means of Stefan-Boltzmann’s law as:
qrad = σradεrad(T
4 − T 4env) (3.15)
where σrad is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and εrad the emissivity pa-
rameter. This equation can be rewritten in order to follow the same struc-
ture than EQUATIONS 3.13 and 3.14:
qrad = hrad(T − Tenv) (3.16)
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where hrad is the temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient (HTC)
by radiation defined as:
hrad(T ) = σradεrad(T
3 + T 2Tenv − TT
2
env − T
3
env) (3.17)
This format is suitable for two reasons: first, it is possible to linearize
the contribution of the heat radiation term. Second, it is extremely difficult
to separate the heat losses due to convection and radiation and, therefore,
the numerical model can assume a unique HTC as:
qloss = hloss(T − Tenv) (3.18)
where hloss is the temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient ac-
counting the total heat loss through the surrounding environment.
3.2.2 Stress analysis
Themechanical problem is solved by integrating themomentum balance equa-
tion [16, 17]. In local form, considering quasi-static conditions, the problem
can be stated as: find the displacement field u, for given prescribed forces
b, such that:
∇ · σ(u) + b = 0 (3.19)
where σ(u) denotes the Cauchy stress tensor. This stress tensor can be
divided into its hydrostatic (pressure) and deviatoric parts:
σ(u, p) = pI+ s(u) (3.20)
being p = 13 tr(σ) and s = dev(σ). This split is very convenient when
dealing with isochoric behaviour where deformations are mainly devia-
toric (liquid-phase). Therefore, momentum balance equation (3.19) can be
rewritten in the following way:
∇ · s(u) +∇p+ b = 0 (3.21)
(∇ · u− eT )−
p
K
= 0 (3.22)
where eT is the thermal deformation and K(T ) is the temperature de-
pendent bulk modulus. This formulation is known as mixed u/p formu-
lation and in suitable for compressible and incompressible analysis. When
thematerial reaches the liquidus state, the thermal deformation is neglected
(eT ≈ 0) and the bulkmodulus tends to infinity (K →∞), so equation (3.22)
enforces the volumetric constraint as:
∇ · u = 0 (3.23)
Similarly to the previous section for the heat transfer analysis, the split
equations are to be integrated over the volume domain Ω being Γ the cor-
responding boundary Γ = Γu ∪Γσ where Γu is the Dirichlet boundary (im-
posed displacements) and Γσ is the Neumann boundary (prescribed trac-
tions). The weak integral form of the mechanical problem defined by the
mixed u/p can be written as follows:
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∫
Ω
[
(∇ · s(u)) · δu
]
dΩ+
∫
Ω
(∇p · δu)dΩ+
∫
Ω
(b · δu)dΩ = 0 ∀δu (3.24)
∫
Ω
[
(∇ · u− eT −
p
K
)δp
]
dΩ = 0 ∀δp (3.25)
where δu and δp are the variations of displacements and pressure field,
respectively. If integration by parts is applied to first two terms of equation
(3.24), the following expressions are obtained:
∫
Ω
[
(∇ · s(u)) · δu
]
dΩ = −
∫
Ω
(s(u) : ∇sδu)dΩ+
∫
Γσ
(t · δu)dΓ (3.26)
∫
Ω
(∇p · δu)dΩ = −
∫
Ω
(p∇ · δu)dΩ (3.27)
being t the prescribed tractions on Γσ. Substituting equations (3.26)
and (3.27) into (3.24), the mixed u/p variational form of the quasi-static
mechanical problem is:
∫
Ω
(s(u) : ∇sδu)dΩ+
∫
Ω
(p∇ · δu)dΩ = W extmech ∀δu (3.28)∫
Ω
[
(∇ · u− eT −
p
K
)δp
]
dΩ = 0 ∀δp (3.29)
whereW extmech denotes the external work of the mechanical loads defined
as:
W extmech(δu) =
∫
Ω
(b · δu)dΩ+
∫
Γσ
(t · δu)dΓ (3.30)
3.2.3 Constitutive model
Thematerial model employed to simulate the constitutive behaviour should
be chosen taking into account the wide range of temperatures experienced
during the process [17]. The material response must reproduce both the
elasto-plastic behaviour at room temperature and the pure viscous one ob-
served above the melting point. This transition can be simulated adopting
an apropos thermo-elasto-visco-plastic [11, 26] constitutive model. Reaching
the melting point, the viscous behaviour becomes predominant, the elastic
limit gradually vanishes. Consequently, the purely viscous model is recov-
ered for the liquid-like behaviour. The constitutive laws for all the tempera-
ture range of the process are characterize by a J2-thermo-elasto-visco-plastic
constitutive model of the form collected in EQUATIONS 3.31 and 3.32.
p =
K
fS(T )
(evol − eT ) (3.31)
s =
G
fS(T )
(e− evp) (3.32)
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where K(T ) and G(T ) are the bulk and shear moduli respectively. The
total strain tensor can be expressed in terms of the displacement field, u, as
reads in EQUATION 3.33.
ε(u) = ∇Su (3.33)
and its volumetric and deviatoric parts are obtained as follows in EQUA-
TIONS 3.34 and 3.35 respectively.
evol = tr(ε) = ∇ · u (3.34)
e = dev(ε) = ε−
evol
3
I (3.35)
The thermal deformation which appears in EQUATION 3.31 is defined
as a volumetric component of form collected in EQUATION 3.36.
eT (T ) = ecool(T ) + epc (3.36)
where epc is the thermal shrinkage characteristic of the phase transfor-
mation and ecool the thermal contraction developed during the cooling pro-
cess from solidus to room temperature. The thermal shrinkage can be de-
fined attending the principle of mass conservation as it is shown in EQUA-
TION 3.37 in terms of the volume shrinkage, ∆V pc.
epc(T ) =
∆V pc
V0
=
ρ(T )− ρL
ρS
ρL ≤ ρ(T ) ≤ ρS (3.37)
where ρS = ρ(TS) and ρL = ρ(TL) are the material densities at solidus
and liquidus temperatures. On the other hand, the thermal contraction,
ecool, during the cooling phase is written in EQUATION 3.38.
ecool(T ) = 3[α(T )(T − Tenv)− α(T0)(T0 − Tenv)] (3.38)
where α(T ) is the temperature dependent secant thermal expansion co-
efficient, and T0 is the initial temperature.
The J2-yield surface definition, Φ(s, q, T ) is presented in EQUATION
3.39.
Φ(s, q, T ) = ‖s‖ − fS(T )R(q, T ) ≤ 0 (3.39)
where R(q, T ) is the temperature dependent yield-surface radius de-
fined as written in EQUATION 3.40.
R(q, T ) =
√
2
3
[σy(T )− q] (3.40)
where σy(T ) is the temperature dependent initial yield stress (elastic
limit) parameter. The stress-like variable, q(ξ, T ), conjugate to the isotropic
strain-hardening variable, ξ, controls the isotropic hardining effect defined
in EQUATION 3.41.
q(ξ, T ) = −[σ∞(T )− σy(T )]
[
1− e−δ(T )ξ
]
− h(T )ξ (3.41)
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being h(T ) and δ(T ) are the coefficients which control the linear and the
exponential isotropic hardening laws and, σ∞ is the temperature depen-
dent saturation flow stress parameter.
The visco-plastic strains, εvp are considered purely deviatoric εvp = evp.
Their definition can be derived from the principle of maximum plastic dis-
sipation together with the evolution law of the isotropic strain-hardening
variable, ξ, as it is written in EQUATIONS 3.42 and 3.43.
e˙vp = γ˙vp
∂Φ(s, q, T )
∂s
= γ˙vpn (3.42)
ξ˙ = γ˙vp
∂Φ(s, q, T )
∂q
= γ˙vp
√
2
3
(3.43)
where n = ∂Φ(s,q,T )
∂s
= s‖s‖ is the normal to the yield surface. The visco-
plastic multiplier, γ˙vp, is computed assuming a rate-dependent evolution
law as it is shown in EQUATION 3.44.
γ˙vp =
〈
Φ(s, q, T )
η
〉 1
m
(3.44)
where 〈·〉 represents the Macaulay brackets. Therefore, it is possible
to experience a viscous overstress, η(γ˙vp)m, is allowed to exceed the yield
surface, being η(T ) the temperature dependent plastic viscosity, and m(T )
its temperature dependent rate sensitivity. The resulting equivalent stress
yields:
σeq =
√
3
2
[fS(T )R+ η(γ˙
vp)m] (3.45)
Depending on the temperature the material is in a certain phase: solid,
mushy or liquid-like. For each of these phases, there are some particulari-
ties in the formulation which are to be explained separately.
Solid phase
In the case of solid phase, T < TS and fS(T ) = 1, is straight-forward: (eqs.
3.46 and 3.47)
p = K(evol − eT ) (3.46)
s = G(e− evp) (3.47)
where the evolution laws for the visco-plastic strains and isotropic hard-
ening are deduced from EQUATIONS 3.42 and 3.43 as for the classical J2-
thermo-elasto-visco-plasticmodel.
Liquid-like phase
The liquid phase is characterize by a temperature field above the liquidus
temperature, T > TL and fS = 0. In the liquid-like phase, the elastic and
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thermal strains do not develop. Therefore, it is considered an isochoric (in-
compressible) behaviour: evol = 0which reduces to the continuity equation
for mass conservation that reads as follows in EQUATION 3.48.
∇ · u = 0 (3.48)
On the other hand, all the deformations are purely deviatoric (viscous):
e = evp. In fact, the yield surface radius defined in EQUATION 3.40 re-
duces as the temperature increases till vanishing above the liquidus tem-
perature. Inserting this result into the evolution law of the plastic multiplier
in EQUATION 3.44, it is possible to recover a purely viscous model of the
following form (3.49):
s = ηe˙vp (3.49)
in other words, a Newtonian law depending on the viscous strain-rate.
Mushy phase
THe material model should provide a smooth transition between the solid
and the liquid like phase. The ranges of solid fraction and temperatures
are: 0 < fS < 1 and TS < T < TL, respectively. The material behaviour of
the mushy phase is described by a non-Newtonian flow (m 6= 1) of the form
shown in EQUATION 3.50.
s = η(ε˙vp)m (3.50)
3.2.4 Finite element modeling
The finite element modeling is not a trivial feature of additive manufac-
turing. In contrast to other kind of simulations, such as the mechanical
analysis of bridges, dams, or buildings; the target domain is not constant
in time, that is, the printed part is growing in each time step and, therefore,
its boundary is also evolving in time. Additionally, the source term of the
energy balance equation (Q˙) [10] is moving along a user-defined scanning
sequence.
Activation algorithm
In order to differentiate between elements regarding the role they are play-
ing in each time step, an activation strategy called born-dead-elements tech-
nique is employed [1, 18]. This strategy consists of classifying the elements
in three types: active, inactive and activated. Before starting the printing
process, all the elements belonging to the AM material part are inactive. In
each time step, according to the scanning sequence and the desired heat af-
fected zone (HAZ), a certain number of elements will be activated using a
searching algorithm. These elements represent the advancing metal depo-
sition layer, as well as, the melting pool. Once an element which has been
activated abandons the HAZ, their type changes to active. Only active and
activated elements are computed and assembled into the global matrix. In
figure 3.3, the role of each element during the simulation of additive man-
ufacturing of a box is presented.
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FIGURE 3.3: Activation algorithm
As it can be observed, the elements which have been already affected
by the laser (grey elements) are active, while the elements which have not
played a role yet are inactive (transparent elements). In this particular time
step, the laser is affecting a certain area which elements are activated (red
elements)2.
Space-time discretization
Actually, the laser beam in additive manufacturing follows a continuous
path. However, in the discrete problem with time step ∆t = tn+1 − tn, the
melting pool moves along the scanning path stepping from time tn to time
tn+1. As a result, the power input is intermittent, it can be alleviate by re-
ducing the time step, but not avoided. Regarding the space discretization,
even if the heat affected zone (HAZ) is discretized by means of a very fine
mesh, it is very challenging to achieve enough spatial resolution to define
exactly the ideal volumewhere the power input must be introduced. There-
fore, thanks to the searching algorithm, it is possible to sum the volume of
all the elements belonging to the melting pool which reads as:
V pool =
ne∑
e=1
V (e)
∣∣∣
e ∈ pool
(3.51)
Once the melting pool volume is computed, the (average) density dis-
tribution of the heat source rate (per unit of volume) can be written as:
Q˙ =
ηpP˙
V pool
(3.52)
where P˙ is the total energy rate input introduced by the laser and η
is the heat absorption efficiency. This power redistribution preserves the
total energy input regardless the mesh employed. Additionally, special care
must be focus on computing the heat dissipation though the boundaries,
always taking into account that the domain is growing, the boundary is
2In figure 3.3, the penetration is not taken into account
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changing every single time-step and, therefore, an updating algorithm is to
be performed in order to capture these evolutions.
3.2.5 Definition of the scanning path
As it was mentioned in the previous section, the laser follows an user-
defined scanning path. This scanning path is defined by means of a uni-
versal format called Common Layer Interface (CLI). CLI is employed as an
input of geometry data to model fabrication systems based on layer man-
ufacturing technologies [18]. Its simplicity and flexibility allows its use for
a wide range of applications such as layer-wise photo-curing of resins, sin-
tering of powder material, solidification, medical scanner, and any other
systems which build models on a layer-by-layer manner.
The 3D geometry is sliced with parallel planes in the z-axis direction
generating the so-called layers. Each layer is defined by its thickness and
a set of contours and hatches. Contours denote the boundaries of the solid
geometry within the layer and are defined by polylines. On the other hand,
a hatch is a set of independent straigh lines, each one defined by a start and
an end point, which purpose is defining filling structures to obtain the solid
model. For the sake of understandability, a simple example is provided in
FIGURE 3.4.
z-axis
xy-plane
FIGURE 3.4: 3D model slicing example
A truncated cube is to be sliced and, for instance, one of its octagonal
sections is chosen. The discontinuos (blue) line represent the xy-plane em-
ployed to slice the geometry, the continuous (red) line represents the con-
tour (polyline) of the solid material (it could be curve line), and the solid
black arrows are the hatches, with their start and end point, used to fill the
layer. In this case the filling of the layer is full, as it is done in the numeri-
cal simulations of this dissertation, however, numberless possibilities exist
when choosing the scanning sequence.
In the CLI file, there is no reference to the time scale. The movement of
the laser-head along the hatches is specified in the general data file by three
parameters: the scanning speed (vMD) when the laser is printing the layer,
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the back-speed (vback) when the laser is switch-off and repositioning, and
a fix advancing step (∆s) which is the distance gone across a certain hatch
in one time step. Using these three parameters, the program computes au-
tomatically the time steps employed in the printing and repositioning pro-
cesses, ∆ton and ∆toff respectively. These time steps are calculated in the
following way:
∆ton =
∆s
vMD
(3.53)
∆toff =
∆x
vback
(3.54)
where ∆x is computed taking into account the end point of the hatch n
and the starting point of the hatch n + 1. It is crucial to take into account
∆toff as part of the thermal analysis because of the fast cooling experienced
by the material in this time.
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Methodology
In this chapter, the complete procedure to perform the experimental calibra-
tion and sensitivity analysis is explained. In other words, starting from the
importance of achieving these analyses, the work-flow followed to reach
the results which includes: election of parameters and finite-elementsmodel,
work strategy, auxiliary tasks, among others, is presented in detail.
4.1 Experimental calibration
The experimental calibration of the additive manufacturing (AM) thermo-
mechanical problem is performed comparing the numerical results with an
experimental campaign carried out at the State Key Laboratory of Solidifica-
tion Processing (SKLSP). The thermal part of the process is already calibrated
[18], therefore, the material parameters for the thermal part, as well as, the
welding ones are correctly calibrated and are taken as starting point of the
mechanical calibration. First of all, a brief explanation about the experimen-
tal campaign and the numerical model which is chosen to compare with the
experimental results is performed.
4.1.1 Experimental campaign
The experimental calibration took place at the State Key Laboratory of So-
lidification Processing (SKLSP) employing the laser solid forming (LSF-III)
machine (FIGURE 4.1) [18]. The system uses a CO2-laser source with maxi-
mum power input of 4 kW in a close chamber with a protected atmosphere
(argon) to prevent oxidation. The comparison with the experimental re-
sults is performed comparing temperature data and vertical displacements.
The temperature is measured using OMEGA GG-K-30 thermocouples and
a midi LOGGER G900-4/8 data recorder.
The substrate samples consists of a TI6Al4V Titanium alloy plates, 140
mm long, 50 mm wide and 6 mm thick. Each plate is burnished by sand
paper and cleaned using anhydrous-alcohol and acetone. Later on, five
thermocouples are spot-welded: three on the lower surface and two on the
upper surface. For the data comparison, the lower surface CH1 thermocou-
ple is employed, as well as, the vertical displacement (VD) gauge located
over the lower surface and with coordinates: x = 0.055y = 0.02z = −0.006
(m) (FIGURE 4.2). Finally, the base is clamped to a suitable supporting sys-
tem inside the AM chamber.
The scanning sequence to print each layer consists of a set of horizontal
hatches changing the direction in each one with respect the previous one as
it is shown in FIGURE 4.3. Repeating this sequence ten times, it is possible
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FIGURE 4.1: LSF-III machine
VD
FIGURE 4.2: Experiment thermocouple location and verti-
cal displacement gauge
to print each of the layers of added material. In TABLE 4.1 the process
parameters used to inform the LSF machine are collected.
PARAMETER VALUE UNIT
Power input 2 kW
Laser beam size 1.6 mm
Offset distance 0.8 mm
Up-lift height 0.3 mm
Scanning speed 10 mm/s
Back speed 50 mm/s
Powder feeding 8.5 r/min
TABLE 4.1: Process parameters used in the LSF machine
4.1.2 Computational model
The computational model for the correct reproduction of the experimen-
tal campaign and, therefore, the appropriate experimental calibration of
the computational framework, should take into account the following as-
pects: geometry, boundary conditions, material characterization, and laser
features. In the following sections, a brief explanation of each part includ-
ing some clarifying figures is presented.
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FIGURE 4.3: Scanning sequence of the AM part
AM part
Base material
Clamping system
FIGURE 4.4: Computational model for numerical simula-
tion
Geometry and Mesh
The geometry is simple to reproduce due to the fact that it is basically three
parallelepiped pieces located one after the others. In FIGURE 4.4, the three
material parts of the simulation are presented: the base and the clamping
system which supports the process, and the additive manufacturing part
which is to be printed. The dimensions of the different parts are: clamping
system 20x50x6mm, base material 120x50x6mm, and the AMpart 80x7x2.8
mm.
The finite element mesh employed to compute the simulation is com-
posed by linear hexahedra. The mesh size chosen for the AM part is not
a trivial parameter. It should provide enough resolution, at least in the z-
direction, to capture each deposited layer. In the xy-plane, the size is not so
crucial, however, a finer mesh would return better result. The mesh size
in the AM part is strictly linked to the welding parameters. If high-fidelity
(element by element) simulation is desired, the activation technique would
work in an element by element manner, in other words, a finer mesh would
increase the computational cost in each time step and, indirectly, a greater
number of time steps would be introduced. Therefore, increasing the reso-
lution of the mesh increases the problem size both in space and time.
As it can be observed in FIGURE 4.5, the mesh which is in command
is the AM part. Once this mesh is designed, the basement and clamping
meshes are less restrictive and a greater mesh size can be chosen. The mesh
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size is chosen in order to respect each one of the ten deposited layer and
keeping a reasonable value of the accuracy and the computational time.
(A) AM part (B) Basement and
clamping
FIGURE 4.5: Finite element mesh
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions imposed in the simulation are purely mechanical.
The upper and lower surfaces of the clamping system are constrained in the
z-direction. Additionally, the clamping system exterior corners have their
movements fully constrained in order to ensure the well-posedness of the
problem. The thermal problem is controlled by the initial temperature of
activation of the AM part and the energy introduced in the system by the
heat source, however, explicit thermal constraints are not defined.
Material characterization
The same material is employed for both the basement and the powder to
print the additivemanufacturing part. Thematerial is a Titanium-alluminium
alloy (Ti6Al4) in which the temperature dependence of the mechanical and
thermal parameters is taken into account [13]. Therefore, it is necessary
to define the set of material parameters in a wide temperature range and,
additionally, the heat loss properties of the material including the main
heat dissipation mechanism presented in the state of the art (3.2.1). As it
was mentioned several times in the previous sections, the starting point
of the experimental calibration was the correct calibration of the thermal
part of the problem [18]. Therefore, the parameters related to the thermal
phenomenon such as: thermal conductivity, density, specific heat, the heat
transfer coefficients by conduction, convection... are properly calibrated
and they are taken as known in the mechanical experimental calibration of
this dissertation. The main challenge is to play with the parameters related
to the mechanical part in order to capture correctly the vertical displace-
ment data collected in the experimental campaign. These parameters are
mainly: Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, thermal dilatancy, and plastic
properties of the material. The material properties which are fixed during
this experimental calibration are collected in the APPENDIX A.
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Welding parameters
The welding parameters employed to compute the additive manufacturing
are the ones extracted from the LSF machine specified in 4.1.1. However,
for the definition of the scanning sequence and the energy absorption of
the system, an appropriate assumption should be performed. In the case
of the scanning sequence, the distance advanced by the laser in each time
step should be determined and, due to the fact that high-fidelity additive
manufacturing is desired, this distance coincides with the size of the mesh
in the movement direction of the laser. With respect to the uncertain energy
absorption coefficient, the value inherited from the thermal calibration is
adopted. The welding parameters, as well as, the definition of the scanning
sequence in each layer are included in the APPENDIX B.
4.1.3 Simplified model
During the first attempts to reproduce the mechanical part (vertical dis-
placements) of the additive manufacturing experimental calibration, it was
observed that the displacements belonging to the printing stage were re-
covered following the tendency of the experimental data. However, the
cooling phase was inaccurate, with different shape in the numerical and
the experimental curve. Due to this fact, a simplified model was created in
order to rapidly run simulations varying the parameters trying to find the
source of error. The finite element model selected to perform this analysis
must fulfill certain features. First of all, it should be computationally cheap.
A huge number of models are to be run combining the different parameters
with different values and, therefore, themodel should run as quick as possi-
ble. Secondly, the model should be suitable in order to appreciate the effect
of the parameters variation and resembles as much as possible to the real
problem employed for the experimental calibration. In order to reach these
requirements, a quasi-2D model composed of linear hexahedral elements is
chosen. This model tries to simplify the full high-fidelity simulation which
is to be experimentally calibrated by reducing the thickness to the whole
part to an element. In FIGURE 4.6, the simplified model is presented.
d = 0.08 m
d = 0.12 m
d = 0.0028 m
FIGURE 4.6: Sensitivity analysis finite-elements model
The model is clamped on the left surface in the base material. Both
additive manufacturing (AM) and base material are the same: an alloy of
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titanium and aluminum. The full specification of the material, as well as,
their temperature dependent properties are collected in the appendix A.
4.1.4 Python subroutines
The results which are to be extracted are the vertical displacement of the
free tip of the base material and the temperature evolution of the middle
point over the deposited layer. The procedure to run and plot a huge num-
ber of cases is automatically performed thanks to the implementation of
three python subroutines [5] which basically computes the following tasks:
• Preparation of the suitable data files to be run.
• Computation of the simulations.
• Plotting of the different results to compare and extract a conclusion.
This subroutines are included in APPENDIX C.
Subroutine 1: Data file creator
For each value of the parameter or combination of parameters involved
in the sensitivity analysis, a data file should be created. For instance, if the
material density influence is studied, it would be necessary to create as data
files as values of the density are desired. Creating this huge number of data
files one by one and saving them with a suitable, coherent name is a tiring
and madding task. Therefore, to avoid this fruitless task, data file creator
subroutine was created. To use it, three simple steps must be followed:
1. Create the desired model and save it with a desired name, for in-
stance: modelo.dat
2. In modelo.dat, change the value of the target parameter for: VALUE1
3. Open the python script and introduce the name of the desired param-
eter and the list of values assigned to this parameter.
The script will generate as models as values of the parameter are in
the list. Each of these models receive a name following the pattern: ’mod-
eloNAMEVALUE.dat’, for instance in the case of a value 1500 of the density,
the namewould be: modeloDENSI1500.dat. It is clear the convenience of em-
ploying this subroutine both in terms of saving time and keeping an order
in the nomenclature of the files. A similar script is implemented in order
to change two parameters of the model. This script combine the whole pa-
rameters of the two list defined.
Subroutine 2: Executable list
Once the collection of data files is created, it is time to run the simulations.
This subroutine simply creates a cmd executable file, collecting the models
generated with subroutine 1 and preparing them to be run automatically
one after the other. The main advantages of this subroutine are:
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• Avoiding the necessity to run the models one by one.
• Let the computer works without human-supervision.
• Avoid the oblivion of running any case.
Subroutine 3: Selective plot generator
The last step consists of plotting the results. The selective plot generator
creates a .txt file directly used by the open source program gnuplot [27]. In
this file, it includes the plots specified in the plot name. In order to select
the files to plot, regular expressions are employed [9]. It must be taken
into account the fact that sometimes the simulation generates more than
one plot (for example, temperature and displacements), and the user can
decide whether plot one or the other. For instance, if the temperature plot
is created with the extension .cur01 and the displacement with .cur02, to
generate the .txt plot file drawing the temperature of all the models, the
following regular expression must be written: ’.*.cur01’.
4.1.5 Visco-elastic material response
The experimental calibration is based on modifying the material param-
eters in order to match the numerical results with the experimental cam-
paign ones. However, it was observed during the first simulations, as it is
commented in section 4.1.3, that the cooling part of the experimental curve
was not recovered. The problem encountered was that the shape of the
curve was not reproducible, therefore an extra ingredient was necessary in
order to provide the material model with the capability to capture the real
problem. This ingredient was the introduction to the material model of a
visco-elastic response. Therefore, the material model specified in the state-
of-the-art which was J2-thermo-elasto-visco-plastic contitutive model will be
updated to J2-thermo-visco-elasto-visco-plastic constitutive one [11].
The visco-elastic material response is taken into account introducing a
rheological model based on springs and dashpots. The model employed
will be the so-called Standard Solid Model which is composed by a spring
and Kelvin-Voigt solid connected in a series.
Standard solid model
The standard solid model1 is a three-parameter model (E1, E2, and η) and
it is used to represent the behaviour of a number of materials (FIGURE 4.7).
The models introduces two elastic components (E1 and E2), and a vis-
cosity one (η). First, the elastic element (E1) absorbs the initial deformation,
however, as the Kelvin-Voigt starts to work, the energy gradually accumu-
lates in the second spring (E2) controlling this process the progressive en-
ergy dissipation induced by the dashpot. It can be defined the so-called
retardation time which can reads as follows in EQUATION 4.1.
τ =
η
E2
(4.1)
1http://courses.washington.edu/bioen520/notes/Viscoelasticity.pdf
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η
σE1
E2
FIGURE 4.7: Standard Solid Model
As it can deduced, the model has an instantaneous elastic response
thanks to the spring E1, followed by a visco-elastic response controlled by
the retardation time leading to a system which behaves as two springs in
series.
The Standard solid model constitutive equation can be written in terms
of the three material parameters (E1, E2, and η), the total stress (σ), the total
strain (ε), and its rates (σ˙ and ε˙, respectively). Considering that ε1, ε2, and
ε3 are the strains of the two spring elements and the dashpot respectively,
and, σ1, σ2, and σ3 their respective stresses. Since element 1 is connected in
series to elements 2 and 3 which are in parallel, the following equations can
be deduced.
σ = σ1 = σ2 + σ3 (4.2)
ε = ε1 + ε2 (4.3)
ε2 = ε3 (4.4)
The elemental constitutive equations reads as follows:
σ1 = E1ε1 (4.5)
σ2 = E2ε2 (4.6)
σ3 = ηε˙3 (4.7)
The stress resulting in the Kelvin-Voigt model can be written as follows
in EQUATION 4.8.
σ = E2ε2 + ηε˙3 (4.8)
Plugging EQUATIONS 4.6 and 4.8 into EQUATION 4.4, the total strain
can be written as follows in EQUATION 4.9.
ε =
σ
E1
+
σ
E2 + η(
d
dt
)
(4.9)
Employing cross multiplication and rearranging terms, the final consti-
tutive model is written in EQUATION 4.10.
(E1 + E2)σ + ησ˙ = E1E2ε+ E1ηε˙ (4.10)
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For infinite time or nule viscosity, the equation of two springs in parallel
is recovered. The so-called elastic modulus for infinite time (E∞) can be
written in the following way:
E∞ =
E1E2
E1 + E2
= βE1 (4.11)
The infinite ratio β (0 < β < 1) is employed in the code to reduce the
value of the stiffness from E1 to E∞ controlled by the retardation time τ .
Due to the fact that, in the code, the volumetric and deviatoric parts of the
stress tensor are computed separately, this visco-elastic constitutive model
can be directly implemented to these parts of the stress tensor. Conse-
quently, the model is provided with a initial bulk and shear moduli (K0
and G0) which absorbs the initial deformation, and a retardation time (τK
and τG) which controls the visco-elastic behaviour until reaching the infi-
nite value of the system (K∞ and G∞) which can be written as follows in
EQUATIONS 4.12 and 4.13.
K∞ =
K0K2
K0 +K2
= βKK0 (4.12)
G∞ =
G0G2
G0 +G2
= βGG0 (4.13)
The values of the infinite ratios for the bulk and shear moduli affect
directly the value of the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio. Whereas
the Young modulus has not a set of admissible values, Poisson ratio is re-
stricted to the interval 0 < ν < 0.5. Therefore, the set of values which can
be imposed to the infinite ratios, βK and βG, is not completely free. The ex-
pressions of the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio in terms of the bulk
and shear moduli affected by their respective infinite ratios read as follows
in EQUATIONS 4.14 and 4.15.
E =
9βKKβGG
3βKK + βGG
(4.14)
ν =
3βKK − 2βGG
2(3βKK + βGG)
(4.15)
Imposing the inequality for the Poisson ratio in the expression 4.15, the
following restrictions for the infinite ratios, βK and βG, are obtained.
βK
βG
>
2
3
G
K
=⇒ ν > 0 (4.16)
βG > 0 =⇒ ν < 0.5 (4.17)
Inequality 4.17 is trivial due to the hypothesis in the value of the infi-
nite ratio. However, inequality 4.16 states a limit for the ratio between the
infinite ratios in which the Poisson ratio will remain positive and, conse-
quently, a real material model is simulated. It is possible to plot the varia-
tion of the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio when varying the infinite
ratio parameters (FIGURES 4.8 and 4.9).
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β
G
K
β
E
FIGURE 4.8: Young modulus as function of the infinite ra-
tios
ν
β
K
βG
0
FIGURE 4.9: Poisson ratio as function of the infinite ratios
In FIGURE 4.9, it can be observed the blue line contour in base which
indicates the combinations of the infinite ratio values for which the Poisson
ratio is equal to zero. Therefore, the blue line determines the limit below
which the material behaves non-real (ν < 0).
4.2 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis of certain features of the computational framework
for the additive manufacturing simulation by blown powder is performed
in order to assess the mechanisms which play an important role in the cal-
culations. The computational model employed in this sensitivity analysis
is the same used in the experimental calibration, therefore, the model de-
velopment included in 4.1.2 can be inherited in this part. Moreover, the
python code written for taking optimal advantage of the simplified model
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is recycled in this section in order to rapidly generate the models to be run
(4.1.4, 4.1.4, and 4.1.4).
The features which are to be analyzed in this sensitivity analysis are:
• Importance of plasticity for the correct matching of the experimental
results.
• Importance of the visco-elasticity implemented in 4.1.5.
• Importance of moving the temperature range of the so-called mushy
phase.
Starting from the well-calibrated model, the result employed to appre-
ciate the importance of each analysis is the vertical displacement captured
in the experimental campaign in the VD gauge (FIGURE 4.2). The parame-
ters which are modified are purelymechanical, therefore, the result in terms
of temperatures should remain identical for any election of the sensitivity
values.
4.2.1 Sensitivity to plasticity
The plasticity is known to be crucial in the correct calibration of the model.
In the experimental calibration, all the materials (support and AM part)
are considered to behave plastically when the stresses in the material reach
the yield limit and, consequently, the material experiences permanent de-
formations beyond this value. The plasticity sensitivity analysis is divided
into two steps. First of all, the different combinations of elastic and plas-
tic material assumptions are considered. These combinations are collected
in TABLE 4.2, leading to four different situations: one purely elastic, one
purely plastic and two mixed scenarios.
Elastic support Plastic support
Elastic AM part Pure elastic Mixed
Plastic AM part Mixed Pure plastic
TABLE 4.2: Plasticity combinations
Secondly, the hardening effect is evaluated. The sensitivity to vary-
ing the initial yield stress in which the plastification starts, the different
isotropic hardening parameters (linear and exponential), andmodifying the
final maximum value of the yield surface is studied.
4.2.2 Sensitivity to visco-elasticity
The visco-elasticity is known to be a mean mechanism to reproduce the
cooling phase as it is shown in the simplified model during the experimen-
tal calibration (4.1.3). However, a deeper analysis in the real computational
model is performed in order to capture this effect in the additive manufac-
turing phase and achieving amore representative result for the comparison.
The parameters which can be tackled in this part of the sensitivity analysis
are those presented in 4.1.5 which are basically the infinite ratios (βK and
βG).
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4.2.3 Sensitivity to the phase change temperature range
The material is considered to behave as a solid and, furthermore, solid the-
ory is employed in this dissertation. However, as it is mentioned in the state
of the art 3.2.3 [17], for a value of the temperature over a so-called liquidus
temperature, TLiq, no volumetric strains are considered and the material is
supposed to behave purely deviatoric. This phase change range, between a
solid temperature and a liquidus temperature, is subjected to bemodified in
order to assess the influence of the phase change in the calculations [26]. In
the particular case of the titanium, the phase change can lead to a material
phase transformation which can vary the internal structure of the material
and, consequently, its properties [8]. The initial temperature for the melting
pool, in which the laser energy is focused, is set to the solidus temperature
due to the fact that it is considered the material melting when it is injected.
Therefore, in order to achieve the sensitivity to the phase change hypothe-
sis, different cases are run varying the solidus and liquidus temperatures,
TSol and TLiq respectively, but keeping constant the mushy phase range of
temperatures, TLiq − TSol.
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Results and Discussion
In this chapter, the results and the discussion about the sensitivity analysis
and the experimental calibration are shown. First of all, the experimental
calibration is presented comparing the numerical results with the exper-
imental campaign carried out at SKLSP laboratories. Once the model is
properly calibrated, the sensitivity analysis, specified in the methodology,
is performed.
5.1 Experimental calibration
The experimental calibration is an iterative process varying the material pa-
rameters which are supposed to influence the results in the model. In this
case, the first stepwas studying the starting point of the task. As it was com-
mented in the methodology, the thermal part of the problem was success-
fully calibrated. Therefore, the next step is to evaluate the mechanical part.
The results provided by the SKLSP laboratories are the vertical displace-
ment of the titanium basement in a certain point defined in the methodol-
ogy. First of all, a first simulation attempt without varying any parameter
of the correct thermal calibration in order to know the starting point of the
mechanical one is performed. Secondly, taking as origin this previous sim-
ulation, the apropos hypothesis and assumptions should be done in order to
match the numerical simulation with the experimental campaign data.
5.1.1 Starting point: Successfully calibrated thermal problem
The thermal part were correctly calibrated as it is commented in themethod-
ology. Therefore, it is possible to assure the correct thermal distribution for
the computation of the mechanical part which is the aim of this experimen-
tal calibration. In FIGURE 5.1, the temperature comparison between the
numerical simulation and the experimental data for the three thermocou-
ples described in 4.1.1 is shown. Additionally, in FIGURE 5.2 a detailed
view of the printing phase is provided in order to appreciate the accurate
reproduction of the thermal oscillations.
From this point forward, the results which are to be shown are those
related to the mechanical part. In this case, these results are the vertical
displacement in the VD gauge specified in 4.1.1. In the classical isother-
mal split [15], the coupled system of equations is partitioned into a thermal
phase at fixed configuration, followed by a mechanical phase at constant
temperature. The thermal result (temperature) should not differ between
the cases taking into account that the thermal parameters are not modified
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and there is no influence of the mechanical part into the thermal part, that
is, the problem is only coupled in the thermal to mechanical direction.
FIGURE 5.1: Accurate thermal results
FIGURE 5.2: Accurate thermal results (printing detail)
5.1.2 Mechanical calibration: initial model
The starting point of the mechanical calibration is the correct thermal one.
The unmodified model returns a vertical displacement plot that matches
the experimental data in the additive manufacturing stage but differs no-
ticeably in the cooling phase as it can be observes in FIGURE 5.3.
There are two main differences between the experimental data and the
numerical simulation which are:
• Rapid deformation in the beginning of the cooling phase, not showing
the mild slope till reaching the final deformation.
• Appearance of a peak which seems to be unnatural in a monotonous
material cooling.
On the other hand, the final vertical displacement is correctly captured,
as well as the starting point of the cooling phase. These facts give the idea
of a correct calibration of the global deformation of the problem. A series of
analysis were performed in the simplified computational model presented
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FIGURE 5.3: Starting point for the mechanical calibration
in 4.1.3 in order to assess the material parameters which can be tackled af-
fecting the results. The material parameters which are supposed of playing
a role in the simulation are: Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν), plas-
ticity parameters, and thermal dilatancy (α).
5.1.3 Mechanical calibration: Poisson’s ratio
The first parameter which is to be calibrated is the Poisson’s ratio (ν). It
is observed in the simplified model that this parameter has a big influence
over the result. In FIGURE 5.4, the temperature dependent Poisson’s ratio
in the original model and in the calibrated one is presented.
FIGURE 5.4: Original and calibrated Poisson’s ratio
The original calibration assumed an almost constant value of the Pois-
son’s ratio in the range of temperatures under the melting point (1660 0C)
followed by a sharp increment to 0.49 when exceeding this melting temper-
ature trying to simulate the liquid-like phase. However, as it is observed
later on, there is a critic temperature (800 0C), far beneath the melting point,
over which the material behaves liquid-like and, consequently, the Pois-
son’s ratio is imposed to be near 0.5 (incompressibility condition) which
characterizes the fluid behaviour. In FIGURE 5.5 can be observed the effect
of performing this variation of the Poisson’s ratio. Calibrating the Poisson’s
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ratio on base of the assumptions explained previously, it is possible to avoid
the appearance of the peak in the vertical displacement.
FIGURE 5.5: Effect of Poisson’s ratio calibration
Modifying parameters which have a linear effect on the deformation
such as the Young’s modulus or the thermal dilatancy is not the way to re-
produce the experimental data due to the fact that the result would be a
translation of the obtained result with the calibrated Poisson’s ratio. There-
fore, the insertion of a time-dependent model which takes into account the
retardation in the vertical displacement is necessary.
5.1.4 Mechanical calibration: Visco-elastic behaviour
The Standard solid model developed in 4.1.5 induces a visco-elastic be-
haviour for the volumetric part (bulk modulus, K) and for the deviatoric
part (shear modulus, G). The parameters which must be defined in the
model are the so-called infinite ratio (βK and βG) and the retardation time
(τK and τG). Briefly, the idea is that for a time equals to the retardation time,
the value of the bulk and shear moduli were close to their so-called infinite
values which read as: K∞ = βKK0 and G∞ = βGG0 being K0 and G0 the
temperature dependent value of the bulk and shear moduli for the intact
material.
In order to know the effect of introducing this visco-elastic behaviour
in the material model, the simplified example is employed to run a large
number of simulations.
Visco-elastic effect in simplified model
The effect of visco-elasticity for both varying the visco-elastic parameters
for the volumetric part and for the deviatoric one is presented. Knowing
the effect provoked to the model by these variables, it would be simpler
recovering the experimental campaign data. First of all, the effect of the
visco-elasticity over the bulk modulus is observed in FIGURE 5.6.
Constant values of the infinite ratio (βK) lead to the same final vertical
displacement. Additionally, as it can be observed in FIGURE 5.6a, the re-
tardation time slows down the convergence to this final value. In FIGURE
5.6b, different values of the infinite ratio for the same retardation time are
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(A) βK =
0.5
(B) τK =
1800s
FIGURE 5.6: Sensitivity to bulk modulus visco-elasticity
tried. The solution increases as the infinite ratio decreases due to the fact the
material is losing stiffness, however, for a very low value of this infinite ra-
tio, the curve is under the intact model, the reason is that the Poisson’s ratio
is reduced until it reaches negative values as it is explained in 4.1.5. There-
fore, the material is behaving as a non-real metal or metamaterial. The limit
for a positive Poisson’s ratio as it can be deduced from EQUATION 4.16 is:
βK >
2
3
G
K
(5.1)
Secondly, analogous analysis is to be performedwith the visco-elasticity
of the shear modulus. In this case, there is no restriction for the infinite ratio
of shear modulus (βG) to keep positive the Poisson’s ratio and, therefore, all
the solutions obtained in the sensitivity analysis of the shear visco-elasticity
represents feasible natural materials. The same plots as in the bulkmodulus
case are presented. First varying the retardation time keeping constant the
infinite ratio (βG) and, secondly, modifying the infinite ratio and keeping
constant the retardation time.
(A) (B)
FIGURE 5.7: Sensitivity to shear modulus visco-elasticity
In FIGURE 5.7a, for a constant value of the infinite ratio βG = 0.5 the
retardation time (τG) determines the rate of convergence to the stationary
solution which coincides with G = G∞. On the other hand, in FIGURE
5.7b, for a constant value of the retardation time, it can be observed that the
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final vertical displacement decreases when decreasing the infinite ratio for
the shear modulus (βG).
The information extracted from this sensitivity analysis for the visco-
elastic scheme in the simplified model can be directly employed in the
mechicanical experimental calibration of the real problem.
Visco-elastic effect in real problem
The next step consists of matching the experimental data in the cooling
phase. As it can be observed in FIGURE 5.5, it is necessary to decrease the
vertical displacements at the beginning of the cooling and increase them
gradually until the end of the simulation. Thanks to the results extracted
in 5.1.4, it is known the effect produced by introducing the visco-elastic re-
sponse in the material constitutive model. For the final correct calibration
of the numerical simulation, it is necessary to state several assumptions for
the visco-elastic behaviour. First of all, in the liquid-like material phase, the
Poisson’s ratio, ν, is near to its limit value 0.5. In this case, as ν −→ 0.5,
the bulk modulus, K, tends to infinity (incompressibility constraint) and,
a purely viscous scheme is considered (3.2.3). Therefore, in this viscous
scheme, the parameter which plays a role is the shear modulus, however, its
value must be also softened during the printing phase. In order to achieve
this goal, reasonable values of the infinite ratio, βG, and its retardation time,
τG, are defined. Secondly, once the material is cooling, the volumetric part
(controlled by the bulk modulus) starts to work again. There is a certain
softening after the printing process in the value of the bulk modulus and,
therefore, its infinite ratio, βK , should be calibrated. The correct calibrated
model has the values included in TABLE 5.1.
Calibrated model Non visco-elastic model
Infinite ratio βK 0.7 1
Infinite ratio βG 0.4 1
Retardation time τK 6000 0
Retardation time τG 600 0
TABLE 5.1: Calibrated visco-elastic parameters
In TABLE 5.1, the hypothesis in the bulk and shearmoduli visco-elasticity
are reflected in the parameter values. Consequently, a faster and higher
softening is experience by the shear modulus, while the bulk modulus loses
its stiffness during the cooling phase. It must be remarked that, during the
printing, the vanishing of the volumetric deformation contribution avoid
the need for paying attention to the visco-elastic values of the bulk modu-
lus. The final result of the experimental calibration, comparing the starting
point, the calibrated model and the experimental data, is presented in FIG-
URE 5.8.
As it can be observed in FIGURE 5.8, the printing stage is not very influ-
enced by the visco-elasticity, returning a result similar to the starting point
simulation. However, during the cooling phase, the final vertical displace-
ment result is reproduced accurately and, furthermore, the initial behaviour
of the curve, avoiding the peak or the excessive elastic recovering, and the
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FIGURE 5.8: Calibrated model
mild slope until reaching the total vertical displacement is successfully re-
produced. It would be possible to find more accurate values of the visco-
elastic parameters in order to fit closely the experimental data. However,
each simulation lasts five hours and the presented final result is supposed
to satisfy the aim of the experimental calibration in terms of accuracy.
5.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis is performed in order to obtain a better understand-
ing of the phenomena taking place in the additive manufacturing process.
Taking into account that the model is well-calibrated for the vertical dis-
placements, this result is the one which is to be compared between each
simulation varying the features collected in the methodology (4.2).
5.2.1 Sensitivity to plasticity
The sensitivity to plasticity is performed in two steps as it is presented in
the methodology. First, the four combinations collected in TABLE 4.2 are
run in order to assess the differences between pure elastic and pure plastic,
and a mixed of both in the support and the AM part. Secondly, once the im-
portance of plasticity is shown, a sensitivity analysis varying the hardening
of the scheme is done.
Elasticity and plasticity comparison
The verticalmente displacement results for the four different combinations
of the constitutive model of the AM part and the support collected in TA-
BLE 4.2 is presented in FIGURE 5.9.
Thanks to this comparison, it is possible to appreciate the effect of plas-
ticity to the vertical displacements in the simulation. Regarding the print-
ing stage, there are two clear tendencies. On the one hand, those with plas-
tic AM part present a contribution to the vertical displacement appreciable
during the printing phase leading to a linear tendency of the average value
of the oscillations. On the other hand, those with elastic AM part, remain
horizontal tendency during the oscillations and do not add any permanent
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FIGURE 5.9: Elasticity and plasticity comparison
vertical displacement to the total one. The plasticity contribution of the sup-
port is observable during the initial stage of the printing phase. There is a
high permanent deformation during the deposition of the first layer which
induces sharp vertical displacements. The result is not surprising taking
into account the high temperature gradient provoked during the first layer
when the base material, at room temperature, receives the high energy laser
input.
Sensitivity to hardening
Once the importance of taking into account the plasticity phenomenon is
shown, the sensitivity to modifying the main plastic parameters involved
in the simulation is required. As it is mentioned in the methodology (4.2.1),
these parameters are:
• The initial and final values of the yield stress which represents the
yield surface.
• The linear isotropic hardening parameter.
First of all, different values for the initial yield stress and its correspon-
dent saturation flow stress are tried. In order to set the values of these
parameters, two cases are to be run increasing and decreasing the afore-
said parameters up to 20% with respect to the values of the experimentally
calibrated model. These two cases are collected in TABLE 5.2.
YIELD STRESS (20/600 oC) SAT. FLOW STRESS (20/600 oC)
CASE 1 763 · 106 / 396 · 106 1144 · 106 / 595 · 106
CASE 2 923 · 106 / 516 · 106 1384 · 106 / 775 · 106
TABLE 5.2: Initial yield and saturation flow stress cases ( N
m2
)
In FIGURE 5.10, the sensitivity to the initial yield stress and the satura-
tion flow stress is shown. Although plasticity constitutive model assump-
tion is crucial for the correct matching of the experimental data with the
numerical results, the slightly significant variation of the initial yield stress
does not return remarkable different results. As it can be seen, the solu-
tions for the printing phase are closed each others, being a little bit more
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observable at the cooling phase due to the accumulation of plastic strains
which leads to a higher vertical displacement. The tendency is clear, as the
yield stress is reduced, the material plastifies before and, therefore, higher
vertical displacements are experienced.
FIGURE 5.10: Sensitivity to initial yield and saturation flow
stresses
Secondly, txhe importance of varying the linear isotropic hardening pa-
rameter, which is the responsible of allowing the material to increase the
radius of its yield surface and, therefore, experience higher plastic strains,
is assessed by running several simulations with the temperature dependent
values of the coefficient collected in TABLE 5.3.
TEMPERATURE (oC) CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3
20 800 e+04 800 e+08 800 e+08
600 300 e+04 300 e+04 300 e+08
TABLE 5.3: Linear hardening combination cases
The results of these three cases are shown in FIGURE 5.11. The main
difference is observed when varying the linear hardening coefficient for
high temperature (600 oC). On the one hand, the lower is this parameter
for high temperature (Cases 1 and 2), the more plastic strains are gener-
ated and, therefore, higher vertical displacements. Additionally, it can be
appreciate that the average slope of the printing stage is steeper as the lin-
ear hardening coefficient decreases. On the other hand, the value of the
linear hardening parameter for low temperatures is not important. It can
be observed, comparing cases 1 and 2, that the only difference is a little
variation of the vertical displacement in the cooling phase due to the low
temperature plastification of the material. As additional remark, it can be
commented the higher plastification during the first layer which, as it was
shown in 5.2.1, is provoked by the support plastification.
5.2.2 Sensitivity to visco-elasticity
The numerical simulations during the experimental calibration, both in the
simplified model and in the real model, proved that the visco-elasticity ma-
terial behaviour is an important aspect to achieve an accurate reproduction
of the experimental data. Therefore, a deeper sensitivity analysis is to be
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FIGURE 5.11: Sensitivity to linear isotropic hardening coef-
ficient
carried out to determine the influence of each visco-elastic parameter in the
simulation results. In this case, two different cases are taking into account.
The variation of both the infinite ratios for the bulk and shear moduli keep-
ing constant the retardation time.
Sensitivity to bulk modulus infinite ratio βK
In FIGURE 5.12, the vertical displacement results for different simulations
of the real problem varying the infinite ratio for the bulk modulus is per-
formed. As it was advanced in the sensitivity analysis carried out with the
simplified model, reducing the value of βK leads to greater vertical dis-
placements due to the material softening. At the beginning of the process,
the effect of visco-elasticity is still unnoticeable and the four cases collide,
however, while the time evolves, this effect is gradually perceptible reach-
ing its highest difference during the cooling phase.
FIGURE 5.12: Sensitivity to infinite ratio βK
Sensitivity to shear modulus infinite ratio βG
The sensitivity to shear modulus visco-elasticity works analogously to the
bulk modulus one but with contrary effect in the vertical displacement.
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Consequently, a decrease in the infinite ratio βG leads to lower vertical
displacements as it can be observed in FIGURE 5.13. The effect of visco-
elasticity is negligible in the early steps, reaching gradually its highest per-
ception at the cooling phase. It can be pointed out that, for the same value
of the infinite ratio, the shear modulus has a major influence in the final re-
sult than the bulk modulus. The reasoning to explain this higher influence
of shear modulus resides in the fact that the liquid-like phase is character-
ized by a purely deviatoric (viscous) behaviour and, therefore, for certain
ranges of the temperature, only the shear modulus is playing a role in the
simulation.
FIGURE 5.13: Sensitivity to infinite ratio βG
5.2.3 Sensitivity to phase change temperature range
The sensitivity analysis to phase change temperature is performed by mean
of four situations. The different scenarios, which are collected in TABLE 5.4,
have different values for the liquidus and solidus temperatures keeping
constant the mushy phase range (Tliq − Tsol).
SOLIDUS Ta LIQUIDUS Ta
CASE 1 600 660
CASE 3 1000 1060
CASE 4 1200 1260
TABLE 5.4: Phase change cases
The results in FIGURE 5.14 show the importance of knowing the range
of temperatures where the phase change occurs. As it can be observed,
the higher is the phase change range of temperatures, the greater vertical
displacement is achieved at the end of the simulation (printing + cooling).
The reason of this result is the possibility of the material to deform in a
higher range of temperatures, taking into account that the volumetric strain
is neglected above the value of the liquidus temperature, Tliq. On the other
hand, at the beginning of the simulation (during the first layer), the case
with lower phase change range experiences the steepest vertical displace-
ment. As it was commented in 5.2.1, the responsible of the vertical displace-
ments in the first stage of the simulation is the support and, concretely, the
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plastification of it. The explanation to this phenomenon is that the addi-
tive manufacturing part, subjected to great temperatures, rapidly behaves
liquid-like and, therefore, does not contribute to the final result in terms of
plastification. In other words, the whole plastification is experienced by the
support leading the higher vertical displacements at the beginning for the
lower solidus and liquidus temperatures.
FIGURE 5.14: Sensitivity to phase change range
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Conclusions
In this dissertation, a finite element computational framework for the nu-
merical simulation of additive manufacturing (AM) by blown powder is
calibrated through experimental data. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis
is performed. Theoretical aspects such as: heat transfer and stress analysis,
constitutive model, finite element activation algorithm, among others, are
presented. Furthermore, a visco-elastic scheme, which has been developed
and implemented in order to successfully calibrate the model, is also de-
tailed.
The experimental calibration of the mechanical results has been carried
out comparing the numerical simulations with the experimental data pro-
vided by the SKLSP laboratories in China. These simulations have shown
a remarkable agreement with the experimental evidence during the print-
ing stage from the beginning of the work. However, the cooling phase re-
quired two major changes to be suitably calibrated. Firstly, the material
is considered to be incompressible when reaching the critical temperature
(800 oC). Incompressibility is characterized by a Poisson’s ratio equal to
0.5 (ν = 0.45 in the simulation). Secondly, a visco-elastic scheme is imple-
mented in order to capture the softening phenomenon after the deposition
of the material. This scheme is able to decrease the instantaneous verti-
cal displacements (elastic recovering) at the beginning of the cooling and
distribute them along all the stage. With these two enhancements, the ex-
perimental data is correctly reproduced.
The sensitivity analysis is focused on three important aspects of the sim-
ulation: the material plasticity, the visco-elastic behaviour, and the temper-
ature range of the phase change. The outcome of this analysis is the follow-
ing:
• Plasticity is the main source of permanent deformations. Both the
support and AM part plastifications are crucial for performing a cor-
rect and accurate simulation. The support plastification leads to a
sudden high vertical displacements at the beginning of the printing
whereas the AM part plastification distributes the vertical displace-
ments during all the scanning process giving a certain slope to the
oscillating printing stage.
• The simulation is not very sensitive to variations (up to 20%) in the
plasticity parameters. However, increasing the hardening of the ma-
terial, both in the support and the AM part, produces less permanent
deformation and, therefore, lower vertical displacements.
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• Visco-elasticity is essential to capture the cooling phase. The soften-
ing of the shear modulus decreases the mechanical behaviour of the
vertical displacement whereas the softening of the bulk modulus in-
creases it. Combining these two mechanism with suitable values of
the retardation time permits the reproduction of AM cooling taking
into account the material damping effect.
• The phase change range of temperatures establishes the limit above
which the material behaves purely deviatoric, without volumetric de-
formations. The higher this change range is considered, the larger
vertical displacements are experienced due to the plastification of the
AM part. However, the steep vertical displacements at the beginning
of the process are gradually lost due to the minor contribution of the
support to the plastic deformation.
Lines for future work
Finally, this point outlines the possible future developments in the thermo-
mechanical analysis of additive manufacturing by blown powder arising as
a natural continuation of the present work. The following research lines are
suggested:
• The constitutive model do not take into account the phase change
crystallization which is known to cause an important variation in the
material properties. The visco-elastic behaviour deals with this phe-
nomenon during the cooling phase but it is not enough. An imple-
mentation of an algorithm which differentiates the elements depend-
ing on their crystal structure and assigns them the suitable material
properties is pending.
• The material properties are considered to be macroscopic although
the crystal structure is mentioned to be an important issue. Therefore,
an interesting idea of research is the definition of thermo-physical ma-
terial properties (at macro scale) which depend on the metallurgical
evolution (at micro scale).
• The computational framework is run activating element-by-element
(high-fidelity). This is computationally expensive and, in most real
cases, it is unfeasible for industrial applications. An interesting re-
search line is the study of a layer-by-layer or hatch-by-hatch activa-
tion. It is shown that these techniques return an accurate average
value of the temperatures (no oscillations). Knowing this thermal fact
and trying to expect somehow the plastification induced by the os-
cillations, it could be possible to capture accurately the mechanical
behaviour.
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Appendix A
Material specification
A.1 Mechanical parameters
(A) (B)
(C) (D)
FIGURE A.1: Mechanical parameters
A.2 Thermal parameters
(A) (B)
FIGURE A.2: Thermal parameters
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A.3 Plasticity parameters
(A) (B)
(C) (D)
FIGURE A.3: Plasticity parameters
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Welding specification
B.1 Welding parameters
PARAMETER VALUE UNIT
Power input 2 kW
Absorption Coefficient 0.138
Advancing step 2.5 mm
Layer thickness 0.28 mm
Scanning speed 9.8 mm/s
Back speed 50 mm/s
Laser base 1.75 mm
Laser penetration 2 mm
TABLE B.1: Welding parameters
B.2 Scanning sequence
The scanning sequence is defined by a CLI format file which reads as fol-
lows:
$$HEADERSTART
$$ASCII
$$UNITS/1
$$VERSION/200
$$LAYERS/1
$$HEADEREND
$$GEOMETRYSTART
$$LAYER/0.0
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/0.28
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
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$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/0.56
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/0.84
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/1.12
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/1.40
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/1.68
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/1.96
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
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$$LAYER/2.24
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
$$LAYER/2.52
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -2.625 40.0 -2.625
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 -1.750 -40.0 -1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 -0.875 40.0 -0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 0.000 -40.0 0.000
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 0.875 40.0 0.875
$$HATCHES/1 1 40.0 1.750 -40.0 1.750
$$HATCHES/1 1 -40.0 2.625 40.0 2.625
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Python code
C.1 Subroutine 1: Data file creator
C.1.1 One parameter data file creator
import os
import sys
import fileinput
#This subroutine opens the file called ’model’ and look for
#the keyword ’busca’ replacing its value by the ’parlist’
#value. It creates one file for each value of the list.
#DEFINE THE PARAMETER AND ITS LIST OF VALUES:
parname = ’ALPHA’
parlist = [1e-05, 1.3e-05, 1.711e-05]
#NAME OF THE MODEL FILE AND KEYWORD TO BE REPLACED:
model = ’model.dat’
busca = ’VALUE1’
#---------------------------------------------------------#
#SUBROUTINE BODY (DO NOT CHANGE)
for param in parlist:
name = model[:-4] + parname + ’v’ + str(param)+ ’v’ +
’.dat’
replacement = str(param)
f = open(model, ’r+’)
f1 = open(name,’w’)
changes = 0
linesChange = []
for line in fileinput.input(model):
if busca in line:
changes = changes + 1
f1.write(line.replace(busca,replacement))
linesChange.append(fileinput.filelineno())
else:
f1.write(line)
print(’The number of changes in ’ + name + ’ is ’ +
str(changes))
print(’The changes are in lines: ’ + str(linesChange))
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f1.close()
f.close()
C.1.2 Two parameter data file creator (no combination)
import os
import sys
import fileinput
#This subroutine opens the file called ’model’ and look for
#the keywords ’busca1’ and ’busca2’ replacing its values
#by the ’parlist1’ and ’parlist2’ values. It creates
#one file for each pair of values of the lists sharing
#the same index.
#DEFINE THE PARAMETERS AND ITS LISTS OF VALUES:
parname1 = ’YOUNG’
parname2 = ’HOT’
parlist1 = [68.95e+9, 106.86e+9, 195.12e+9, 226.84e+9]
parlist2 = [59.95e+9, 77.22e+9, 146.17e+9, 125.49e+9]
#NAME OF THE MODEL FILE AND KEYWORD TO BE REPLACED:
model = ’model.dat’
busca1 = ’VALUE1’
busca2 = ’VALUE2’
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#SUBROUTINE BODY (DO NOT CHANGE)
for param1 in parlist1:
for param2 in parlist2:
if parlist1.index(param1) == parlist2.index(param2):
name = model[:-4] + parname1 + ’v’ + str(param1) +
’v’ + parname2 + ’w’ + str(param2)+ ’w’ +
’.dat’
replacepar1 = str(param1)
replacepar2 = str(param2)
f = open(model, ’r+’)
f1 = open(name,’w’)
changes1 = 0
changes2 = 0
linesChange1 = []
linesChange2 = []
for line in fileinput.input(model):
b1 = False
b2 = False
if busca1 in line:
b1 = True
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if busca2 in line:
b2 = True
if b1 & b2:
changes1 = changes1 + 1
changes2 = changes2 + 1
line = line.replace(busca1,replacepar1)
line = line.replace(busca2,replacepar2)
f1.write(line)
linesChange1.append(fileinput.filelineno())
linesChange2.append(fileinput.filelineno())
elif b1:
changes1 = changes1 + 1
line = line.replace(busca1,replacepar1)
f1.write(line)
linesChange1.append(fileinput.filelineno())
elif b2:
changes2 = changes2 + 1
line = line.replace(busca2,replacepar2)
f1.write(line)
linesChange2.append(fileinput.filelineno())
else:
f1.write(line)
print(’The total number of changes in ’ + name + ’
is ’ + str(changes1 + changes2))
print(’The ’ + str(changes1) + ’ changes in the
parameter ’ + parname1 + ’ are in lines: ’ +
str(linesChange1))
print(’The ’ + str(changes2) + ’ changes in the
parameter ’ + parname2 + ’ are in lines: ’ +
str(linesChange2))
f.close()
f1.close()
C.1.3 Two parameter data file creator (combination)
import os
import sys
import fileinput
#This subroutine opens the file called ’model’ and look for
#the keywords ’busca1’ and ’busca2’ replacing its values
#by the ’parlist1’ and ’parlist2’ values. It creates one
#file for each possible combination of any pair of
#values defined in the lists.
#DEFINE THE PARAMETERS AND ITS LISTS OF VALUES:
parname1 = ’KRATI’
parname2 = ’GRATI’
parlist1 = [0.5, 0.7, 0.9]
parlist2 = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4]
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#NAME OF THE MODEL FILE AND KEYWORD TO BE REPLACED:
model = ’model.dat’
busca1 = ’VALUE1’
busca2 = ’VALUE2’
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#SUBROUTINE BODY (DO NOT CHANGE)
for param1 in parlist1:
for param2 in parlist2:
name = model[:-4] + parname1 + ’v’ + str(param1) +
’v’ + parname2 + ’w’ +str(param2) + ’w’ + ’.dat’
replacepar1 = str(param1)
replacepar2 = str(param2)
f = open(model, ’r+’)
f1 = open(name,’w’)
changes1 = 0
changes2 = 0
linesChange1 = []
linesChange2 = []
for line in fileinput.input(model):
b1 = False
b2 = False
if busca1 in line:
b1 = True
if busca2 in line:
b2 = True
if b1 & b2:
changes1 = changes1 + 1
changes2 = changes2 + 1
line = line.replace(busca1,replacepar1)
line = line.replace(busca2,replacepar2)
f1.write(line)
linesChange1.append(fileinput.filelineno())
linesChange2.append(fileinput.filelineno())
elif b1:
changes1 = changes1 + 1
line = line.replace(busca1,replacepar1)
f1.write(line)
linesChange1.append(fileinput.filelineno())
elif b2:
changes2 = changes2 + 1
line = line.replace(busca2,replacepar2)
f1.write(line)
linesChange2.append(fileinput.filelineno())
else:
f1.write(line)
print(’The total number of changes in ’ + name + ’ is
’ + str(changes1 + changes2))
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print(’The ’ + str(changes1) + ’ changes in the
parameter ’ + parname1 + ’ are in lines: ’ +
str(linesChange1))
print(’The ’ + str(changes2) + ’ changes in the
parameter ’ + parname2 + ’ are in lines: ’ +
str(linesChange2))
f.close()
f1.close()
C.2 Subroutine 2: Executable list
import os
import sys
import fileinput
#This subroutine make a list of the .dat files in a folder
#and create the executable batch file calling the ’exe’
#executable.
#DEFINE EXECUTABLE NAME AND MODEL NAME:
exe = ’mycomet64’
model = ’model.dat’
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#SUBROUTINE BODY (DO NOT CHANGE)
name = exe + ’File.cmd’
path = os.getcwd()
listatotal = os.listdir(path)
listadat = []
#Data file list (execute)
for file in listatotal:
if ’.dat’ in file:
file = file[:-4]
listadat.append(file)
else:
continue
#Write the autoexecutable batch (.cmd)
batch = open(name,’w’)
batch.write(’@echo off\n’)
batch.write(’\n’)
batch.write(’cd ’ + path + ’\n’)
for dat in listadat:
if dat != model[:-4]:
batch.write(exe + ’ ’ + dat + ’\n’)
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batch.write(’pause\n’)
batch.write(’exit’)
batch.close()
C.3 Subroutine 3: Plot generator
C.3.1 General plot generator
This code plots all the figures with a certain extension (cur01, cur02...)
import os
import sys
import fileinput
import re
#This subroutine creates a .txt file directly deliverable
to Gnuplot.
#You can define the gnu characteristic such as: legend
name, sizes...
#The value given to the legend can be extracted from file
name
#(v = VALUE1 and w = VALUE2).
#PLOT EXTENSIONS TO BE DRAWN: (plot all files with
extension in extensionList)
extensionList = [’.cur01’]
#LEGEND NAME AND EXTRACTED VALUE FROM FILE:
legendName = ’Density’
value = ’v’ #Write ’v’ if value1 and ’w’ if value2
#GNUPLOT CHARACTERISTICS:
dataStyle = 1 # linespoints = 1 // lines = 2
pointSize = 2.5 #Size of the data points
xlabel = ’"Time (s)"’ #Name of the x-axis
xlabelFontSize = 20 #Define the size of your xlabel font
xlabelOffset = [0 , -2] #Define the offset of the xlabel
(x, y)
ylabel = ’"Temperature"’ #Name of the y-axis
ylabelFontSize = 20 #Define the size of your ylabel font
ylabelOffset = [-5, 0] #Define the offset of the ylabel (x,
y)
xticsFontSize = 16 #Define the size of the number xtics
yticsFontSize = 16 #Define the size of the number ytics
key = 2 #0 key off // 1 key on // 2 key on box
keyLocation = 0 #0 default // 1 top // 2 bottom
KeyFontSize = 22 #Define the size of your key font
titleExtractedFromName = 0 # 0 False // 1 True
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#SUBROUTINE BODY (DO NOT CHANGE)
path = os.getcwd()
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listatotal = os.listdir(path)
listacur = []
for extension in extensionList:
#Plotting list
listacur = []
for file in listatotal:
if extension in file:
listacur.append(file)
else:
continue
#Write the plotting (gnuplot) .txt file
nameplot = ’plot’ + extension[1:] + ’.txt’
plot = open(nameplot,’w’)
plot.write(’cd ’ + "’" + path + "’" + ’\n’)
if dataStyle == 1:
plot.write(’set style data linespoints\n’)
else:
plot.write(’set style data lines\n’)
plot.write(’set xlabel ’ + xlabel + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ylabel ’ + ylabel + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set xlabel offset ’ + str(xlabelOffset[0]) +
’,’ + str(xlabelOffset[1]) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ylabel offset ’ + str(ylabelOffset[0]) +
’,’ + str(ylabelOffset[1]) + ’\n’)
if key == 0:
plot.write(’unset key\n’)
elif key == 1:
plot.write(’set key\n’)
else:
plot.write(’set key box\n’)
if keyLocation == 1:
plot.write(’set key t\n’)
elif keyLocation == 2:
plot.write(’set key b\n’)
else:
pass
plot.write(’set key font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(KeyFontSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set xlabel font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(xlabelFontSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ylabel font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(ylabelFontSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set xtics font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(xticsFontSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ytics font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(yticsFontSize) + ’\n’)
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if dataStyle == 1:
plot.write(’set pointsize ’ + str(pointSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’plot ’)
for cur in listacur:
plot.write("’" + cur + "’")
if titleExtractedFromName:
splitList = cur.split(value)
plot.write(" title " + "’" + legendName + " = " +
splitList[1] + "’")
if cur is not listacur[-1]:
plot.write(’,’)
plot.close()
C.3.2 Selective plot generator
This code plots the figures which match certain regular expression pattern.
import os
import sys
import fileinput
import re
#This subroutine create the .txt file to send to gnuplot in
a selective way
#governed by a regular expression pattern.
#Define the pattern (regular expression) of plotting files:
#For information on RE visit:
https://docs.python.org/2/library/re.html
plotName = ’plotS.txt’ #Name of the plot
patternName = ’.*’ #RE pattern
#GNUPLOT CHARACTERISTICS:
dataStyle = 1 # linespoints = 1 // lines = 2
pointSize = 2.5 #Size of the data points
xlabel = ’"Time (s)"’ #Name of the x-axis
xlabelFontSize = 20 #Define the size of your xlabel font
xlabelOffset = [0 , -2] #Define the offset of the xlabel
(x, y)
ylabel = ’"Temperature"’ #Name of the y-axis
ylabelFontSize = 20 #Define the size of your ylabel font
ylabelOffset = [-5, 0] #Define the offset of the ylabel (x,
y)
xticsFontSize = 16 #Define the size of the number xtics
yticsFontSize = 16 #Define the size of the number ytics
key = 2 #0 key off // 1 key on // 2 key on box
keyLocation = 0 #0 default // 1 top // 2 bottom
KeyFontSize = 22 #Define the size of your key font
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titleExtractedFromName = 0 # 0 False // 1 True
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#SUBROUTINE BODY (DO NOT CHANGE)
path = os.getcwd()
listatotal = os.listdir(path)
lista = []
#Plotting list
for file in listatotal:
if re.match(patternName, file):
lista.append(file)
else:
continue
#Write the plotting (gnuplot) .txt file
plot = open(plotName,’w’)
plot.write(’cd ’ + "’" + path + "’" + ’\n’)
if dataStyle == 1:
plot.write(’set style data linespoints\n’)
else:
plot.write(’set style data lines\n’)
plot.write(’set xlabel ’ + xlabel + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ylabel ’ + ylabel + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set xlabel offset ’ + str(xlabelOffset[0]) +
’,’ + str(xlabelOffset[1]) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ylabel offset ’ + str(ylabelOffset[0]) +
’,’ + str(ylabelOffset[1]) + ’\n’)
if key == 0:
plot.write(’unset key\n’)
elif key == 1:
plot.write(’set key\n’)
else:
plot.write(’set key box\n’)
if keyLocation == 1:
plot.write(’set key t\n’)
elif keyLocation == 2:
plot.write(’set key b\n’)
else:
pass
plot.write(’set key font "Times-Roman, ’ + str(KeyFontSize)
+ ’\n’)
plot.write(’set xlabel font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(xlabelFontSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set ylabel font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(ylabelFontSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’set xtics font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(xticsFontSize) + ’\n’)
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plot.write(’set ytics font "Times-Roman, ’ +
str(yticsFontSize) + ’\n’)
if dataStyle == 1:
plot.write(’set pointsize ’ + str(pointSize) + ’\n’)
plot.write(’plot ’)
for cur in lista:
plot.write("’" + cur + "’")
if titleExtractedFromName:
splitList = cur.split(value)
plot.write(" title " + "’" + legendName + " = " +
splitList[1] + "’")
if cur is not lista[-1]:
plot.write(’,’)
plot.close()
